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NEWSLETTER

Letter from the Headteacher

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

Today, we marked the festival of Diwali, which
millions of people worldwide will be celebrating
next week. The school has been decorated
beautifully and much thought has gone into the
range of different activities for the children. I was
delighted to welcome those parents who came into
school to show us the traditions: thank you for your
time and support. Diwali symbolises the spiritual
journey of darkness to light and also, appropriately
for us, the triumph of knowledge over ignorance.
I hope you have found the ‘book looks’ this week
helpful. We can all benefit from learning about the
different cultures and beliefs in our community.
And we can share in the fun: the Bollywood-style
flash dance in the school assemblies got us all
energised and (almost) coordinated. My particular
thanks to Miss Rigas for organising the celebrations
along with our dedicated parents. I would like to
wish everyone a happy half term holiday and hope
that there is plenty of opportunity for recharging
the batteries.

Autumn Half-Term Stage
Tuesday 2 November - Friday 5 November 2021

Pre-K & Kindergarten

This week in Kindergarten we have been learning about
the festival of Diwali, the festival of lights. We made Diya
lamps by rolling a ball of clay, we pushed a tea light into
the middle and then decorated it with sequins. We made
festival sticks to dance with using all the colours of the
rainbow. On Friday we all celebrated together with the
Reception class and did all sorts of Diwali activities.
We played shape treasure hunt game in Mathematical
Development. The children searched for shapes in a box of
corn and then sorted them to the large shape on the Tuff
Spot. The children are getting very good at recognising
and naming shapes.
We have had a very busy week in school and look forward
to seeing you all after the break.

Reception

What a busy week Reception has had! In literacy, we
have been learning the story of Little Red Riding Hood.
We had fun in the role play corner acting out the story
and developing our communication skills. Throughout
the week we have also been reading a variety of stories
based around Hallowe’en and Diwali to develop our
understanding of the world and those who are celebrating.
In mathematics, we have been focusing on finding one
more and one less from a number as well as recapping
patterns for the upcoming Diwali celebrations and
famous Rangoli patterns. On Monday we were excited to
read our first e-book at home and on Thursday we enjoyed
showing our parents around the classroom. We are also
reading The Colour Monster and talked about emotions
and feelings we may experience. We finished the week
with a fabulous Diwali celebration where we created
Rangoli patterns, Diwali cards and fireworks art.

Reception Reminders

* Healthy snacks only please. No chocolate or sugary
drinks. No nuts.
* Please come to school dressed in PE kit on Wednesdays
with the school uniform in the PE bag.

Year 1

This week Year 1 has been discussing routines. We
sequenced our morning routine at school and used time
adverbials to order chronologically. We have been using
our phonics sounds to develop our independent writing.

Year 2

Henri Matisse, a man of many talents and the king of
collage, has been the inspiration for Year 2’s art project

this half term. We looked closely at his paper and scissors
artwork of organic and geometric shapes. Our project has
been a three-step development. Firstly, we drew Matisseinspired organic patterns. Then we put scissors to paper
and produced colourful collages. The final stage has been
to create a bright canvas using print and collage. The
result is an impressive creation that has made our little
artists proud!

Year 3

In computing, Year 3 pupils have been learning how to find
information using a safe search engine. By completing
interactive tasks in class, the pupils have been building on
their understanding of how to use technology safely and
respectfully.

Year 4

Year 4 has been further exploring ancient civilizations.
We have considered how Greek diplomacy has influenced
modern day politics alongside (continued on next page)

learning about how the design of Greek amphitheatres
has inspired modern day architects. Year 4 has even
thought about and designed the kind of mask they would
like to wear if they were an actor in a Greek performance.

Year 5

Continuing their exploration into the rich and emotional
linguistic tapestry created during World War 1, this
week’s focus has been letters from the front line. Pupils
have described the Christmas Day Truce in a letter back
home to a loved one using an informal register and various
figurative techniques, making the recipient feel like they
were really there with them.

Year 6

Year 6 has started work on fractions this week. An integral
area of mathematics, pupils have been learning how to
simplify, convert and calculate with proper, mixed and
improper fractions. After the half term break they will
be using their knowledge to solve conversions between
fractions, decimals and percentages.

Year 7

This week Y7 continued their study of ‘Holes’ by Louis
Sachar. We produced newspaper articles and wrote
our own Westerns based on the legend ‘Kissin’ Kate
Barlow’. We also spent some time reflecting on our latest
assessments and practicing our analytical writing skills.

Year 8

A project to put a story to music has fostered an
environment overflowing with creativity in the year 8
classroom this week. Whilst the theme and story remain
top secret for now, students have aired their artistic views
and have enjoyed jumping straight into the creative
process. Alongside this, year 8 students have been
working closely with Dr Halliwell to rise to the challenge
of arranging a well-informed and enjoyable assembly as
part of our Diwali celebrations.

MFL

Los años 8 han aprendido sobre el día de los muertos en
México.
Awen y Irene hicieron una presentación de esta tradición
y juguemos a un quiz. También hicimos una ofrenda en la
clase y decoraciones con papel picado.

Year 7 & 8 Forest Trip

